
 

    
 

 

Dear Colonel Graham, 

I am writing to introduce MOAA’s new chapter recruiting program, Chapter Recruiting 2013, which we 

will launch January 1, 2013. Many of you have been following the series of articles and my columns in 

the Affiliate since October, 2012 talking about the new program.  Many more of you heard presentations 

at the September 2012 Chapter Presidents Symposium in Las Vegas, NV, and at MOAA’s Annual 

Meeting in Arlington, VA in October. We have also briefed leaders at several state councils and 

numerous chapters as part of our scheduled visits.  

The basic premise behind the new program is that despite eight years of a successful Give Me 10! 

Program in terms of national members, chapter membership continues to decline.  This is in part because 

Give Me 10! produced far more national members than chapter members.  To fix this, we need a new 

program specifically designed to help recruit chapter members into our chapter system.  Chapter 

Recruiting 2013 is designed to do that.   

Our discussions with chapters that successfully recruit chapter members now is that the 

potentials/recruiting lists of MOAA members we send you every February, and quarterly updates after 

that, are the best tools for recruiting chapter members.  So the new program is built around that list.  The 

primary goal now is chapter membership vice MOAA national membership and most of the incentives 

previously assigned to Give Me 10! are repurposed to the new program.  We recognize this is a big 

shift.  The fact is we have to focus our resources on recruiting chapter members or risk the continued 

decline of chapter membership and the weakening of our chapter system.  

MOAA will also move to a new membership model January 1, with three membership categories. These 

categories are Basic (replaces complimentary), Premium (paid) and Life (same as current life 

membership).  See the excellent summary of the new membership categories in VADM Ryan’s From the 

President column in the December issue of Military Officer.  These are the terms you will see again in 

Chapter Recruiting 2013 materials.  Please discard all previous Give Me 10! materials you may still have 

on hand. They will not be used in the Chapter Recruiting 2013 program.  

Features of the new program include improved accuracy of the information on the potentials/recruiting 

lists, MOAA ads for chapters with resources to place them, an automated dues renewal tool for chapters 

and the sharing of MOAA member e-mails with chapters.  

Program materials will be available January 4, 2013 in the Chapters portion of MOAA’s website. These 

materials will not be sent to chapters in hard copy form.  Hard copies of the new brochures/application 

forms that support the new membership model will be available on request after January 4.  PDF versions 

will be posted on the website for your review and can be downloaded for your use.  

The attached slide presentation describes the features of the Chapter Recruiting 2013 and suggested steps 

to work the program.  We expect you will have questions and have included the contact information for 

myself and my Deputy, Barry Wright.  We will be available to address any questions or concerns you 

may have. 

 


